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SEVeN’s Premise?

Development aspirations and
planetary boundaries require
rapid learning through wideranging and diverse small
experiments
Experiments happen in many
forms so why limit our learning by
excluding community-based,
local-level experimentation?

But can the sustainable development
apparatus “fail fast”?
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Sustainable Development’s
top-down/bottom-up dilemma
Criticisms of top-down
sustainable development:

Criticisms of bottom-up
sustainable development:

•

Managerial mindset

•

Not scalable

•

Science/Technologyfocused

•

Lacks broader impact

•

Outcomes difficult to
measure

•

Challenge of
integrating local
knowledge into
science/policy

•

Expert knowledge

•

Overemphasis on
market solutions

•

Conservative/risk
averse
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SEVeN’s “middle out” solution

Goal-driven; evidence-based;
rule-following by formal
institutions; networked actors;
double-loop learning
Middle-out refers to SEVeN’s
information gathering,
organizing and disseminating
method; it is not a decisionmaking actor

SEVeN

Community Actors

Middle

State Global
Actors Actors

Decision-making Characteristics

Extent of sustainable development
apparatus reach

Problem-driven; iterative
processes; single-loop learning;
not networked
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SEVeN offers a “middle out” solution
Approaches to
Sustainability Transitions

Researchers and policymakers:
Managed; governed; organized;
networked; goal-driven; evidencebased; rule-following by formal
institutions; double-loop learning

Extent of sustainability transition research focus

SEVeN:
Aggregate/network local-level
knowledge; use information science to
organize/disseminate; push knowledge
upward into niches and to institutional
actors managing transitions
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Communities/Individuals:
Not focused on societal transition

Challenges
•

Defining community-based sustainability experiments:
“local experiments in alternative behaviors, practices, traditions,
technologies, and institutions to sustain individuals, groups or
communities in the face of socio-ecological disruption or as
strategies to anticipate future changes”

•

•

Determining case selection criteria
•

Scale: communities, neighborhoods, households, individuals

•

Other inclusion/exclusion criteria: domain of experiment (e.g.,
climate, energy, water, agriculture, transportation); cost; speed
of implementation; level of technical knowledge

Data sources
•

published case studies, NGO reports, layperson contributions
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Opportunities
•

While numerous studies from various disciplines
provide wide ranging insights into community
sustainability initiatives they generally produce little
practical knowledge that might provide guidance
and directly advance the effectiveness of initiatives.
The diversity of these studies produces
fragmented knowledge that limits understanding
of the processes involved and the effect on
outcomes.
(Seyfang and Smith, 2007)
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Overview of SEVeN
•

A database that aggregates existing sustainability
experiment knowledge and facilitate accumulation
of new knowledge as it emerges;

•

Database architecture to structure unstructured
data and utilize natural language processing to
facilitate synthesis and analysis

•

Data visualization and universal access techniques
to make the data (i.e., knowledge) accessible for
ease of dissemination
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Why SEVeN?
•

•

It is not just a matter of how fast we can experiment; but also how
well we can…
•

document

•

synthesize

•

disseminate

…the knowledge emerging from experiments to stimulate:
•

creative experimentation

•

rapid learning

•

hybrid forms of governance
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